
“One hundred and thousand” set of 5 cards and envelopes

Email grant@jorgensendesign.com.au            Web jorgensendesign.com.au

Colour The systems used to create and print the works are calibrated and consistent - any variation in colour between the original and the item as viewed on a digital device is solely due to the screen 
technology  Privacy Information provided by the purchaser is recorded only for the purposes of standard record keeping, is not shared with any other source, and the purchaser’s email address is only 
used to confirm receipt of and then dispatch of an order  Returns There are no returns, however should an item be damaged in transit it will be replaced at no cost

The “One hundred and thousand” card series 

is a novelty set of 5 cards, designed and 

rendered by Grant Jorgensen, each presenting 

a different coloured ‘life-size’ illustration of 

a single ‘hundred and thousand’ lolly in the 

centre of the front panel, with the title 

along the bottom. 

Please refer the ‘Cards’ section within 

the Shop at the website :

jorgensendesign.com.au

The inside of each card is blank. 

The cards are 140mm square and each 

set contains all 5 cards plus 5 envelopes.

The cards are printed on 300gsm 

( heavy weight ) 100% recycled, carbon 

neutral manufactured, acid free, 

uncoated stock.

Pricing
$25 per set of 5 cards and envelopes, which 

includes GST, packing costs and postage.

Delivery and timing
Orders are normally dispatched within 

48 hours of confirmation of payment.

Enquiries and ordering
I prefer not to use intermediaries - orders 

and dealings are direct with the artist :

Email grant@jorgensendesign.com.au

to make an enquiry or place an order -

the payment method will be sent by 

return email.

“From a Christmas garden” set of 6 Christmas cards and envelopes

The “From a Christmas garden” card series 

is a novelty set of 6 cards, designed and 

rendered by Grant Jorgensen, each with an 

amusing flora-based Christmas message 

themed with a highly rendered custom 

illustration.

Please refer the ‘Cards’ section within 

the Shop at the website :

jorgensendesign.com.au

The inside of each card is blank. 

The cards are 140mm square and each 

set contains all 6 cards plus 6 envelopes.

The cards are printed on 300gsm 

( heavy weight ) 100% recycled, carbon 

neutral manufactured, acid free, 

uncoated stock.

Pricing
$30 per set of 6 cards and envelopes, which 

includes GST, packing costs and postage.

Delivery and timing
Orders are normally dispatched within 

48 hours of confirmation of payment.

Enquiries and ordering
I prefer not to use intermediaries - orders 

and dealings are direct with the artist :

Email grant@jorgensendesign.com.au

to make an enquiry or place an order -

the payment method will be sent by 

return email.


